
I am Lawrence Chadwick chairman of Mosaic Reform Synagogue. 

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And there lies the rub. 

 Land they’re not making it anymore especially in Harrow. Believe me we have been looking for over 10 

years to relocate. 

Change is inevitable; in the 1970’s we had well over 1,000 families and a size of building at Bessborough 

Road to accommodate this. Today, we have a dwindling membership; an average of 20-30 congregants on 

a typical Sabbath Saturday morning, in a building that is not fit for purpose.  

Stanmore Hill is smaller, far more efficient, disability compliant, whilst keeping our standing and inter-

community activities within the wider Harrow community, that we have built over the past 60 yrs. To move 

outside the Borough would be a great loss.  

As I said, change is inevitable. Whilst we all would prefer for things to stay as they are, we accept this.  

National planning policy and the London Plan openly supports the protection and provision of social 

infrastructure and community facilities, including places of worship in new forms, including mixed-use 

development. The proposal at Stanmore achieves this.  

The Council acknowledges that the existing petrol station is a ‘negative contributor’ and is excluded from 

the surrounding Conservation Area. Our scheme is of high quality, to scale, design and articulation that will 

repair this and make a positive contribution, as supported by the Council’s urban design and conservation 

officers. 

Parking is understandably an emotive issue and we have responded to this by  

• Detailed analysis of movements for our normal Saturday morning 2hr service. Parking surveys 

identifying sufficient capacity of 54 spaces around Stanmore Hill within a 250m radius.  

• A travel plan positively encouraging car sharing for on site parking and walking to services on the 

Sabbath.  

• An updated Event Management Plan with confirmed use of the Islamic Centre car park on Wood Lane, 

with minibus shuttle for larger events and Jewish High Holy days (no longer requiring use of St John’s 

School). 

• On-going discussions with the Abercorn Everest (opposite) to use existing parking on a Saturday 

morning whilst the restaurant is closed  

• Post occupation CPZ survey. 

Harrow Highways have NO OBJECTION to the scheme and endorse the updated Event Management 

Plan. 

For over our 60 years we have proven ourselves as a calm and considerate community and have always 

got on with our neighbours with no complaints.   

After so many years of searching, we have finally found a potential new ‘home’ for our community. Over 
the past 2 years with our planning consultant, Richard Henley and your planning officers we have worked 
hard to secure their recommendation for approval.  

I therefore ask this committee to support your officers and make Stanmore our new home for the next 50 
years and beyond.  Thank you.  


